Sea surface temperature data loggers
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Parameter: Sea surface temperature

PURPOSE
To estimate sea surface temperature throughout the summer field season at AMNWR annual
monitoring sites using data loggers. Sea surface temperature can be used as a correlate to the seabird
monitoring data we collect, and may suggest possible reasons for changes observed in the monitoring
data.

PROCEDURES
®
Data collection.—Temperature is measured using HOBO water temperature data loggers (Pro
v2, Onset) suspended about 10m below the surface of the water. Loggers should be programmed to
record temperature at hourly intervals. Deploy two data loggers at each site, so that if one is lost,
hopefully there will still be data for the season.

Before the field season:
Before leaving for the field, check to see if you need to build a new deployment rigging (Figure 1).
If you are fortunate and both rigs from your island were retrieved the previous fall, you can reuse rigs: all
you will need to do is launch loggers and attach them inside the PVC pipes of each rigging. If you need
to build a new rigging to replace one that was lost, use the following description as a guide (it is much
easier if you still have one rigging present that you can use as a template as you build your new one).
Each rig (Figure 1) consists of an anchor [16 lb. Danforth for sandy/gravel bottom or a 40-50 lb.
halibut anchor for rocky bottom (Figure 2)] shackled to 6-10 feet of 3/8” chain which is, in turn, attached
with a galvanized swivel or two shackles to a length of 3/8”, sinking line that is roughly 50 feet longer than
the depth of water at the highest tide level. At the point of attachment to the chain, the line should have
an eye splice with a thimble inserted to allow a strong connection and prevent chaffing of the line. All
shackle pins should be wired to prevent them from working loose. The line is then passed through a
small, hard foam float (about four inches in diameter and seven inches long) and the free end is tied
through a larger float (roughly six inches in diameter and 14 inches long) that floats at the surface. The
small float will serve to keep the data logger suspended above the sea floor. The data logger is firmly
suspended and centered inside a 10 inch long piece of six inch diameter PVC pipe using plastic cable ties
or wire (Figure 3). The pipe is secured to the line with cable ties that are threaded through the strands of
the braided line so that the data logger will be located about 10m below the surface of the water when the
system is deployed. Once the pipe is securely fastened, attach the small float about two feet above it.
Building logger riggings requires knowledge of line splicing and knots (Attachment A).
The logger riggings for Chowiet and Aiktak are stored in the warehouse in Homer, the logger
riggings for Buldir are kept in the warehouse on Adak, and the logger riggings for St. Lazaria are stored in
the warehouse in Sitka. At St. Paul and St. George islands, riggings are stored on each island (usually
the ground floor of the Washhouse on St. George and the storeroom on St. Paul).
®
After your riggings are in order, use data logger software (HOBOware Pro, Onset) to launch
data loggers, programming a sampling frequency of once per hour. Once launched, data loggers can be
wired into tubes in the rigging. DO NOT FORGET TO LAUNCH LOGGERS BEFORE DEPARTING,
YOU WON’T BE ABLE TO DO IT IN THE FIELD!
In the field:
Deploy data loggers as soon as possible after arriving at your field camp. At Chowiet, Aiktak, and
Buldir, loggers will probably be deployed by the Tiglax when camps are dropped off (be sure loggers and
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anchor systems are all ready to go before arrival at your camp!). At St. Lazaria, St. Paul, and St. George,
crews will deploy loggers themselves using skiffs at each camp (at the Pribilofs, it may be possible to
coordinate with a local villager to deploy and/or retrieve loggers but this has caused some problems in the
past and it is best to be independent if possible).
Try to put data loggers in the same location as in previous years (Table 1) and at an appropriate
depth of water (based on the length of your rigging line, such that the logger tube will be 10m below the
surface); at some camps, coordinates may be stored on an island GPS unit. When deploying, slowly
lower the anchor until it touches bottom, then attach the line to the bow of the boat and back northward
towards shore until the line is taut. Give a few short bursts of reverse throttle to set the anchor and then
release the logger rig from the boat. Use caution when handling anchors during deployment (and later
retrieval), as they have sharp edges that can puncture the skiff. Note the time and date your loggers
were deployed so that you can crop earlier temperature measurements at the end of the season.
Throughout the season, try to keep an eye on your loggers; if one is drifting away or washes
ashore, retrieve and redeploy it if possible. Camps with access to skiffs will be able to do this when
boating conditions allow; camps without access to skiffs will have to wait for a Tiglax visit (so be sure to
double-check data loggers just before resupply or any other time the ship is around in case the need to
be redeployed).
At the end of the season, retrieve your loggers as late as possible. Again, note the date and
time loggers were retrieved to crop subsequent temperature measurements. If you are using a skiff for
retrieval, keep an eye on the weather as your end date approaches and take advantage of any day with
calm seas towards the end of the season, since conditions may not always be favorable for boating.
Safety note for crews deploying/retrieving loggers using camp skiff: Prior to conducting any boatbased work, be sure to file a float plan, choose favorable weather conditions, check for proper inflation of
the pontoons and keel, make sure you have enough clean gas mixed to the proper ratio (if using a twostroke motor), test your motors on land (don’t forget to hook up a hose to the water intake first), and have
all safety and survival gear (including your satellite or cell phone). If you are unable to retrieve your
loggers at the end of the season during good weather, don’t risk boating in dangerous conditions: no data
is worth risking your safety over.

Data analysis.—Download the data file from each of your data loggers using the same data
logger software (HOBOware® Pro, Onset) used to launch loggers in the spring (at this time, you should
also stop programmed temperature recording to preserve logger battery life over the winter). The data
then need to be exported from HOBOware software to a csv file (one for each logger) and provided to the
refuge data manager for import into the refuge sea surface temperature Access database. Prior to
exporting data from HOBOware to a csv file, select the export specifications as noted in Figure 4 (select
File, Preferences, General, Export Settings, then settings as noted in Figure 4). Once export is
completed, open the file in Excel to check over the data. Provide information regarding logger
deployment and retrieval dates and times, as well as noting any unusual data observed from previewing
the data, to the data manager. Once the data has been archived in the main database, temperature data
are summarized automatically within the database. Crews will receive a file with summary data with
weekly mean temperature values; the summary file can be opened in Excel and summary data can be
copied and pasted into your annual report (see Figure 5).

Specific Requirements
Dates: Deploy data logger as soon as possible after arriving at the island.
Retrieve them as late as possible, just before you are picked up at the end of the summer.
Optimum Sample Size: One measurement per hour over the course of the summer field season, from at
least one data logger at each annual monitoring site.
Weather: For deployment and retrieval, sea conditions must be suitable for small boat work.
Equipment Needed: Two data temperature loggers, two deployment riggings, flexible wire or zip ties for
attached logger to rigging, data logger software.
For each deployment rigging: protective piece of drilled PVC pipe, Danforth (for sand,
gravel, mud bottom) or halibut anchor (for rocky bottom), 10 feet of 3/8” chain, 3/8” twisted three
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strand sinking line about 50 feet longer than the depth at which the anchor will lie, galvanized or
stainless steel swivel, galvanized or stainless steel eye-thimble, small in-line float, large surface
float, at least two shackles, an assortment of plastic cable ties.
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Table 1. Locations for data logger deployment in the field and overwinter storage for AMNWR field camps.
Island

Deployment location

Overwinter storage

St. George

North coast, right off Washhouse

St. George Washhouse

St. Paul

English Bay (in a straight line between Tolstoi Point and Zapadni Point)

St. Paul storeroom

Aiktak

North coast (straight between Aiktak and Ugamak)

Homer warehouse

Buldir

North coast in front of camp

Adak warehouse

Chowiet

Chowiet Bay

Homer warehouse

St. Lazaria

North of island, off of mooring buoy

Sitka warehouse
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Hard foam float about 6”
in diameter and 14” long
Sea surface

3/8” twisted 3-strand
sinking line about 50
feet longer than the
depth of the water at the
highest tide level

Several turns of parachute
cord tied tightly around the
anchor line and wrapped
with several layers of
electrical tape (this keeps
the float from moving up
and down on the line and
chaffing/wearing)

Hard foam float about
4” in diameter and 7”
long attached about 2’
above data logger

Data logger unit held
tightly to anchor line
about 10m below the
surface.

Cable
ties
passed
through holes drilled in
pipe
and
threaded
through strands of the
line
16 lb Danforth or 4050 lb halibut anchor

Eye splice formed
around thimble

6-10’ of 3/8” chain

Double shackles

Galvanized or stainless
steel swivel

Figure 1. Sea surface temperature data logger anchor system.

Figure 2. Examples of Danforth (left) and halibut (right) anchors.
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Side View
Four
pairs
of
1/8”
diameter holes equally
spaced around pipe about
2” in from the end of the
pipe (these holes are for
the ties that will pass
through the eyelet on the
data logger)

Two pairs of ¼” diameter holes about 3”
from the end of pipe (these holes are used to
attach the pipe to the anchor line)

Paired holes
about ½” apart

Note: After drilling all
holes, file edges smooth
with a round file

Four
pairs
of
1/8”
diameter holes equally
spaced around pipe about
3” in from the end of the
pipe (these holes are for
the ties that will suspend
the end of the data logger)

10”

End View (cross section at logger attachment holes)
Logger end
without eyelet

Logger end
with eyelet
Cable tie

6”
Logger eyelet

Repeat in opposite directions with two
more sets of cable ties threaded through
the other sets of holes and pull opposing
ties firmly against one another to keep
the logger approximately centered.

Figure 3. Protective housing for sea surface temperature data logger.
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Figure 4. Export settings specifications from HOBOware.
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Figure 5. Example summary table of weekly mean sea surface temperature in AMNWR annual reports.
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Attachment A. Instructions for splicing line and tying knots.
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Protocol Revision History Log
Revision
Date
April 2017

New
version #

Changes made

Renumbered protocol from #28 to #26

1.3

April 2015

Revised data analysis section and added figure showing export setting specifications from HOBOware

1.2

April 2014

Changed font to Arial, added revision history log, replaced revision date with version # on first page, added protocol
# to first page, changed page number format to include protocol #

1.1

May 2013

Protocol developed in standardized format from historic protocols

1.0
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